Interferometric radio telescopes often rely on com putationally expensive O(N2) correlation calculations; fortu nately these computations map well to massively parallel ac celerators such as low-cost GPUs. This paper describes the OpenCL kernels developed for the GPU based X-engine of a new hybrid FX correlator. Channelized data from the F-engine is supplied to the GPUs as 4-bit, offset-encoded real and imaginary integers. Because of the low bit-depth of the data, two values may be packed into a 32-bit register, allowing multiplication and addition of more than one value with a single fused multiply-add instruction. With these kernels, as many as 5.6 effective tera operations per second (TOPS) can be executed on a 4.3 TOPS GPu. By design, these kernels allow correlations to scale to large numbers of input elements, and are limited only by maximum buffer sizes on the GPu. This code is currently working on-sky with the CHIME Pathfinder CorreIa tor in BC, Canada.
I. INTRODUCTION
In cosmology and astrophysics, correlating signals from N elements of an interferometer is a computationally expensive task (O(N2»; fortunately, it is also a problem that is well suited to Graphics Processing Units (GPUs). As such, multiple solutions have been developed to try to take advantage of the low-cost, high-computational-power of GPUs [1]- [4] .
The most popular and powerful GPU-based X-engine for FX correlators to date has been xGPU; this open-source code is highly optimized, achieving an impressive 91 % of the GPU's peak performance, with 79% going directly to the pairwise correlation operations [2] . However, xGPU is programmed in CUDA, which limits hardware to NVIDIA GPUs.
To exploit a known single cycle integer instruction on AMD GPUs for additional performance gains, a new high-efficiency, low bit-depth GPU X-engine correlator was created I . It was written in OpenCL, a C-like language, for the new Canadian Hydrogen Intensity Mapping Experiment (CHIME), with the aim to reduce the number of compute nodes needed and therefore the overall computational hardware budget.
This correlation algorithm can calculate multiple frequency bands simultaneously and scales well to large N (tested to N = 8192 interferometric elements). It is currently in use on the CHIME Pathfinder [5] with N = 256 and pre-channelized sampling rates of 800 MSamples/s. The CHIME Pathfinder The offset-encoded input format requires additional com putations to account for the unpacking. Fortunately, these computations are only dependent on the running sums of the values for each input element, with no dependencies between elements. The offsets required for the final correlation output can be calculated using a combination of two kernels: one ker nel that accumulates the running sums and differences of the real and imaginary components and one that combines these running sums and differences for a given number of time steps, t, to pre-seed the correlation matrix entries. These additional kernels have minimal impact on the total computation time (2% or less) when t» N.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The CHIME-x kernels have high efficiency over a broad range of N, peaking at N = 2048 inputs, which corresponds to the full CHIME instrument (see Fig. 1 ). It was found that a tile size of 32 x 32 elements yields optimal performance for the CHIME- which surpasses the current leading implementation on 4-bit input data (79 % peak performance [2] ). For any new GPU correlator to outperform the efficiency of this implementation for N � 128, packed operations must be employed.
